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Juliette Swann, Founder and CEO of Personality System, LLC (Birdy)

Juliette Swann (26) was born and raised in Paris, France. She has always been

very connected to her own and other’s emotions. This fueled her interest in

relationships and how people communicate differently. 

After a five-year relationship with someone who she felt never really

understood or accepted her and a horse accident that broke her spine, she

realized she was living a superficial life— wasting her precious time on the

wrong people, while not even being true to herself. Juliette, on a journey to

self-love, found the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), learned about

herself, and made the decision to help other people accept themselves and

understand their loved ones better.

In 2018, Juliette moved to the United States to start Birdy while getting her

Masters Degree in Management in Entrepreneurial Leadership at Babson

College (Wellesley, MA). After graduating, she moved to San Francisco, where 

 she began building and growing Birdy.

Personality System, LLC is a San Francisco, California based startup company,

founded in 2018 by Juliette Swann. 

Birdy is the startup's first mobile application, a dating app that connects

people based on the scientific compatibility of their personality.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/juliette-swann-1ab3489a


Camille,

Curious in San Francisco

Every Birdy user creates multiple “Stories” upon

downloading the app. 

This Story Book is similar to stories on other social

apps. Birdys (Birdy users) can share pictures of their

passions and hobbies, while also answering deep

questions and filling out fun templates. 

After creating their Story Book, users can view Stories

of Birdys with compatible personalities. 

The creative freedom of the stories provides a place

for the users to really express themselves and show

who they are on the inside. We want them to look

past the labels and "visible" and really dig deep.

The Story Books

THE APP - KEY FEATURES

California

climbing, books, movies

Blind Fanaticism

to travel, to learn

everything

to find my purpose

Birdy has two different personality tests available,

an in-depth test on the website, and a shorter test  

on the app. 

The results of the test show which type of Bird

users are and provide detailed descriptions of

their personality type.   

To combat the subjectivity of personality tests, the

team at Birdy is creating a verification process

with different tools to confirm the personality type

of it's users. 

The Personality Test
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Our AI-powered matching algorithm makes

suggested matches based on the user’s
personality type, compatibility levels with other

personalities, and common interests.

In addition, as the user creates and interacts

with more Birdy Stories, our AI will continue to

learn and further personalize the suggestions

to ensure the most authentic and long-lasting

connections. 

Birdy, Personality Matching is available to download for free on the Apple

App Store and the Google Play Store. 

The Matching Algorithm

https://bestmobileappawards.com/app-submission/birdy?utm_source=auto_email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=winner_email
https://birdys.app.link/ovLKwDphBdb


“My perfect match and I think about things so similarly. I never thought I

would find someone who thought the same way I did. We balance each

other out perfectly and are similar where it matters!” - Jessica, ENTJ

(about INTP)

“He makes my days more colorful, sometimes literally. I used to think

about the worst things that could happen, but he has shown me that

everything doesn’t have to be so dark.” -Puji, INTJ (about an ENFP)

“The feeling of being home around her freed me to be who I want to be. I

can also be the best version of myself because she challenges me.” -

Stijn, ENFP (about an INTJ)

“After meeting him, I became more confident and whole as a person.” -

Anonymous, ESFJ (about an ESTJ)

“When I discovered that 'secret' about human interaction, I had no other choice than

to create Birdy to share it”  - Juliette Swann, Founder of Birdy

"When you know yourself, you can actively pursue what you recognize to be good for

you. But if you lack self-awareness you might passively measure your self worth

through the eyes of others and risk losing yourself in the process." - Juliette Swann,

Founder of Birdy

"I enjoy using Birdy because I love the mission behind the app. 

I think a connection with other people based on common interests,

personality compatibility, along with putting in the work to maintain

those relationships are key components in long lasting relationships of

all kinds." - Jennifer, INFJ



Birdy's users are 60% women, which is very unusual for dating apps

The algorithm based on personality compatibility helps create connection based

on personality instead of looks

The divorce rates have spiked during confinement (Covid). Could understanding

your partners personality better have helped prevent that? 

Understanding her personality has helped Birdy's Founder, Juliette Swann,

overcome a toxic relationship. Can Birdy prevent others from even entering one?

Knowing, accepting, and loving yourself is an important and lifelong journey,

how can Birdy help with that?

Profiles with complete creative freedom, are the matches really better when

people can express themselves freely?

How learning about compatible Birdy's through personality stories changes the

way we interact with matches. 

Birdy has Over 5,000 Users Before

the Matching Even Starts.

An App that Matches Compatible

People based on Personality Before

Looks: Introducing Birdy

Birdy User Data – January 2021 Virtual Valentine’s Day 2021 – Data

Analysis Extraverts/Introverts

https://www.personalitytestbirdy.com/2020/05/04/launch-number-of-users-over-5000/
https://www.personalitytestbirdy.com/2020/10/05/an-app-that-matches-compatible-people-based-on-personality-before-looks/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18YDi-lsTRHieMjYiUvE9zMLIWdduhZDrxxenoK-CpIM/edit
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https://www.personalitytestbirdy.com/2020/10/05/an-app-that-matches-compatible-people-based-on-personality-before-looks/
https://www.personalitytestbirdy.com/2020/10/05/an-app-that-matches-compatible-people-based-on-personality-before-looks/
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Thanks to our understanding of Carl Jung's theory of analytical psychology,

we can see patterns of behavior associated with each personality type.

From this, we have theorized a system to explain the compatibility between

types. 

But how does it work? And what is it for?

Many dating apps prove to be a waste of time for many users. It is common

to have boring or superficial conversations and even if some conversations

are long, the users realize, slowly but surely, that they are ultimately not

made for each other.

Why does this happen? 

Maybe because you longed for attention but so did the other person,

leaving you both unfulfilled.  Maybe you are introverted by nature and

desired someone who naturally initiates connection with others but the

person you were messaging was passive, too. Or maybe you are both

indecisive and you are looking for someone who is comfortable making

decisions for both of you.

It is only when this compatibility is present that one experiences this

famous feeling of "chemistry" with the other, this inexplicable feeling which

true connection is built upon.

In addition to being explained by common sense, this theory is verified when

one observes, if only in the community of connoisseurs of analytical

psychology, the incredible number of serious relationships between types

that we would have called "very recommendable”. At the same time, we are

working on projects aimed at demonstrating the validity of this theory on

the basis of statistics available to us.

https://chirrupjournal.app-birdy.com/type-compatibility/
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